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LIGHTER IS BETTER
All SHAFTS IN STATE OF THE ART HIGH PRECISON FILAMENT WINDING TECHNOLOGY
FOR A MORE EFFICIENT ANGLE OF FIBERWEAVE AND LOWER WEIGHT.
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BLADE TECHNOLOGY

Flex and strength are tuned in each blade size and shape through the utilization of biaxial and uni-directional cloths. A blade with good flex allows one to paddle on
longer and harder without getting tired. Good blade flex also is essential in recovering from long paddle sessions. We greatly increased blade strength for 2014 with
higher grade carbon fibers and conduct rigorous quality assurance/quality control checks to ensure the highest quality products. All Starboard’s composite blades feature lightweight PVC core and a super-strong ABS rail insert along the entire edge of the blade as it’s the upper part of the blade's neck which is most exposed to the board's
rail.

CARBON BX

Available in all shapes and sizes. Enduro blades
feature green graphics and green ABS edge, while
the High Aspect blade features orange graphics and
orange ABS edge.

Our new proprietary blade technology, Tiki Tech The Tufskin blades are strong, extremely durable ABS
features a lightweight PVC core, full ABS rail, glass foils based on The Enduro L and Enduro S blades.
lay-up, and special lightweight surface finish
Their forgiving nature and high quality shape makes
material.
them the best value offering in the sport.
The result is a blade with forgiving flex characteristics,
strength, and extremely light weight. The Tiki Tech The Tufskin blades are perfect for whitewater paddling
blades are comparable in weight to our 2012 carbon due to their extreme strength and impact resistance.
blade offering, providing a high-performance blade at
great value.

DIVINICELL
PVC CORE

This year’s paddles equipped with Premium shafts
will feature Starboard’s new lightweight, super strong
molded handle. At just 40g (1.4 oz), it is lighter than
many composite handles on the market and much
stronger. Features “Tiki Texture” for enhanced grip.

UNI-DIRECTIONAL
CARBON FIBER
REINFORCEMENTS
SCRATCH RESISTANT
SURFACE

100% ABS
CONSTRUCTION

DIVINICELL
PVC CORE

ABS RAIL

ABS RAIL

LIGHT WEIGHT

LONG HANDLE

TIKI PATTERN

Paddles fitted with Carbon shafts will be paired with
Starboards new composit carbon handle. Super
lightweight at just 30g / (1.1 oz) and strong due
to the carbon layup. Twill carbon finish and matt
texture for enhanced grip.

Available in all shapes and sizes, Tiki Tech blades come
in blue, pink, green, and orange graphics options with
matching ABS edge.

UNI-DIRECTIONAL
CARBON FIBER
REINFORCEMENTS
BIAX CARBON
FIBER

CARBON

TUFSKIN

TIKI TECH

The Carbon BX blade technology features a custom
woven biaxial carbon cloth, creating an extremely
lightweight blade, which retains strength while
possessing good flex characteristics. Additional
reinforcement and higher grade Carbon has been
incorporated for 2014, ensuring the greatest
strength for the most demanding paddlers. The
Carbon BX blades are probably the lightest on the
market. The blades feature a lightweight PVC core
and full length ABS rail.

HANDLE TECHNOLOGY

2013
Fastest paddle on earth

A lightweight solution for those wishing to adjust
the length of the paddle, but do not need on-the-fly
adjustment provided by a traditional adjustable
paddle. The handle’s extra-long shaft allows for
30cm (12”) of adjustment. The handle is fixed by
using the hot glue system and can be adjusted by
heat from a hair dryer.

BLADE overview
The blade’s size can be compared to the gears of a bike: the higher the gear or the smaller the blade, the less effort
each stroke consumes with less forward motion generated.

BLADE SIZE CHART
2013

The lower the gear or the bigger the blade, the more energy will be used and the more forward motion will be generated.

Enduro 550
Enduro 525
Enduro 475
Enduro 430
N/A

The smaller blade sizes are recommended for long paddle sessions, lighter people, or those with a high cadence stroke.
The larger blade sizes provide immediate power with only a few strokes enabling fast and late drops into waves.
As paddlers are becoming more experienced, many are choosing a smaller blade size, which is less fatiguing during
longer sessions. Sean Poynter uses an Enduro M and Zane Schweitzer’s choice is an Enduro S for wave riding.
Area :

ENDURO XL

ENDURO L

ENDURO M

ENDURO S

ENDURO XS

100.8 in2
650 cm2

89.1 in2
575 cm2

81.4 in2
525 cm2

73.6 in2
475 cm2

66.7 in2
430 cm2

2014

Enduro XL
Enduro L
Enduro M
Enduro S
Enduro XS

BLADE SIZE CHART
2013

High Aspect 600
High Aspect 550
High Aspect 500
N/A
N/A

HIGH ASPECT XL
Area :

96.9 in2
625 cm2

HIGH ASPECT L

HIGH ASPECT M

90.7 in 2
585 cm2

84.5 in 2
545 cm2

HIGH ASPECT S
78.3 in 2
505 cm2

HIGH ASPECT XS
67.4 in2
435 cm2

2014

High Aspect
High Aspect
High Aspect
High Aspect
High Aspect

XL
L
M
S
XS

LIGHTER IS BETTER

two SHaft technoloGIES
We reduced shaft weight by as much as 30% while retaining good flex characteristics and strength. Great attention was also paid to surface
finish/texture creating shafts with light surface texture and matt finish for greatly enhanced grip.

All SHAFTS IN STATE OF THE ART HIGH PRECISON FILAMENT
WINDING TECHNOLOGY FOR A MORE EFFICIENT ANGLE OF
FIBERWEAVE AND LOWER WEIGHT.

CARBON FILAMENT

LENGTH
Adult :160 cm / 63 inches
Kid :131 cm / 51 inches

PREMIUM CARBON shafts features a light weight 100% carbon fiber
filament wound construction. We carefully control the tension on the
filaments and the angle at which the fiber is laid down to create a shaft with
high strength, stiffness and rebound characteristics preferred by many
riders. This year the weight has been reduced by 12%. When paired with
Starboard's Carbon BX blades, the Carbon Premium shaft creates a great
combination by providing one of the lightest and strongest paddles on the
market

POLYMER FILAMENT

LENGTH
Adult :160 cm / 63 inches
Kid :131 cm / 51 inches

PREMIUM POLYMER shafts feature a lightweight polymer filament wound
construction. We carefully control the tension on the filaments and the angle
at which the fiber is laid down to create a shaft with great flex and rebound
characteristics. Weight has been reduced by nearly 30% over last year's glass
shafts. When paired with Starboard's Tiki Tech blades, the Premium shaft
creates a great combination by providing an economical paddle with the
performance characteristics and weight similar to many carbon paddles on
the market. Also available in a shorter, narrower diameter fixed and adjustable versions for kids and adjustable and three piece options for adults.

two shapes
ADJUSTABLE SHAFT
3 PIECE ADJUSTABLE SHAFT

Starboard three piece paddles paired with Carbon BX or Tiki Tech blades connect
using a secure spring pin system and come with an additional compression Tiki
Clamp to reduce any play to guarantee the same performance as a fixed shaft
paddle. (Requires a screw driver to tighten clamp before use).

ADJUSTABLE SHAFT

Our 2 piece adjustable shafts attach using our new compression
Tiki Clamp and are great for schools and travellers. (Requires a screw
driver to tighten clamp before use).

OVAL
For riders preferring a more stiff shaft, the extra wide oval shape allows for
a thinner wall thickness thus a great stiffness to weight ratio. It feels light in
the hand and does not have a sharp angle as with many other oval shafts.
The oval shaft aligns precisely when switching from side to side and when
paddling with both hands on the shaft for extra acceleration.
Connor Baxter's new choice for racing.
Oval shafts available in Premium Carbon and Premium Polymer technologies.

ROUND
For those riders who prefer a less stiff shaft, the round shape is light and lively
in hand with the strength and rebound characteristics more typically preferred
by riders for allround paddling and waves. Sean Poynter and Zane Schweitzer's
choice for wave riding.
Round Shafts are available in Premium Carbon and Premium Polymer technologies.

TIKI TECHnology

TIKI CLAMP

Extra durable lightweight blades with full ABS rails.
All shafts in state of the art high precision filament winding technology.

UNI-directional
carbon fiber
reinforcements

scratch resistant
surface

New Lightweight Tiki texture
HANDLE for better grip

PREMIUM polymer filament
winding construction

for more efficient angle of fiber
weave and lower weight.

TIKI CLAMP

ABS RAIL
4

11

0

3,934

3,036

4,

A full ABS wrap running along the entire
edge of the blade including the neck area,
the most common area to strike the rail of
the board first. A full ABS rail greatly
increases the edge strength of the blade,
while reducing damage to the rail during
paddle strikes.

R1

LIGHt WEIGHT DIVINICELL
PVC CORE

lightweight, strong, adjustable clamp
weighing just 23g/0.8 oz. Found on
2 and 3 piece adjustable paddles.

CARBON BX

HIGH ASPECT

TIKI TECH

o
FLAT WATER/ race

A longer, narrower blade with a flatter profile and blade angle combines
instant efficient power delivery with a forgiving feel. Perfect for racing, the
choice of champions.
DIMENSIONS
Adjustable Length:

High Aspect XL
Blade Length:
22.4”
57.0 cm

Blade Width:
6.3”
16.0 cm

Area:
96.9 in2
625 cm2

Min.
Total Length:
85.9”
63.5”
218.2 cm
161.5 cm

Max.
83.2”
211.5 cm

Blade Width:
6.3”
16.0 cm

Area:
90.7 in2
585 cm2

Total Length:
84.9”
215.7 cm

Min.
62.6”
159 cm

Max.
82.2”
209 cm

Blade Width:
6.3”
16.0 cm

Area:
84.5 in2
545 cm2

Total Length:
Min.
83.9”
61.6”
213.2 cm
156.5 cm

Max.
81.3”
206.5 cm

Blade Width:
6.3”
16.0 cm

Area:
78.3 in2
505 cm2

Total Length:
83.0”
210.7 cm

Min.
60.6”
154 cm

Max.
80.3”
204 cm

Blade Width:
6.3”
16.0 cm

Area:
67.4 in2
435 cm2

Total Length:
81.2”
206.2 cm

Min.
59.0”
150 cm

Max.
78.7”
200 cm

High Aspect L
Blade Length:
21.5”
54.5 cm
High Aspect M
Blade Length:
20.5”
52.0 cm
High Aspect S
Blade Length:
19.5”
49.5 cm
High Aspect XS
Blade Length:
17.7”
45.0 cm

*Recommended for paddlers under 50 kg/ 110 lbs

• Tiki Tech paddles feature a polymer filament winded shaft with a Tiki Tech blade.
ADJUSTABLE

• Carbon paddles feature a Carbon filament winded shaft with a custom woven
biaxial carbon blade.
• All paddles available in fixed round or oval. Adjustable shafts and adjustable 3
pieces for adults and kids are available in round shafts only.

CARBON BX

ENDURO

TIKI TECH

ALLROUND / WAVE

A well balanced blade design with a medium dihedral providing great
stability and good power. The wide blade is also good to lean on while
wave riding.
DIMENSIONS

Adjustable Length:

ENDURO XL
Blade Length:
21.2”
53.8 cm
ENDURO L

Area:
100.8 in2
650 cm2

Max.
Total Length:
Min.
84.6”
62.4”
82.0”
215.0 cm
158.5 cm 208.5 cm

Blade Width:
8.3”
21.2 cm

Area:
89.1 in2
2
575 cm

Total Length:
83.7”
212.5 cm

Max.
Min.
61.6”
81.3”
156.5 cm 206.5 cm

Blade Width:
8.1”
20.7 cm

Area:
81.4 in2
525 cm2

Total Length:
82.7”
210 cm

Min.
60.6”
154 cm

Max.
80.3”
204 cm

Blade Width:
8.1”
20.5 cm

Area:
73.6 in2
475 cm2

Total Length:
81.7”
207.5 cm

Min.
59.4”
151 cm

Max.
79.5”
202 cm

Blade Width:
7.2”
18.2 cm

Area:
66.7 in2
430 cm2

Total Length:
80.2”
203.7 cm

Min.
57.9”
147 cm

Max.
77.5”
197 cm

Blade Width:
8.3”
21.2 cm

*Most popular size

Blade Length:
20.2”
51.3 cm
ENDURO M
Blade Length:
19.2”
48.8 cm
ENDURO S
Blade Length:
18.2”
46.3 cm
ENDURO XS
Blade Length:
16.7”
42.5 cm

*Recommended for paddlers under 50 kg/ 110 lbs

• Tiki Tech paddles feature a polymer filament winded shaft with a Tiki Tech blade.
ADJUSTABLE

• Carbon paddles feature a Carbon filament winded shaft with a custom woven
biaxial carbon blade.
• All paddles available in fixed round or oval. Adjustable shafts and adjustable 3
pieces for adults and kids are available in round shafts only.

ENDURO TUFSKIN
The Tufskin paddle features a nicely-foiled strong ABS blade based on
the Enduro L and Enduro S composite blades.

DIMENSIONS

Adjustable Length:

ENDURO TUFSKIN ADULTS
Blade Length:
20.9”
53 cm

Blade Width:
8.3”
21 cm

Area:
89.1 in2
575 cm2

Total Length:
84.3”
214.2 cm

Min.
17.7”
157 cm

Max.
32.6”
207 cm

Area:
73.6 in2
475 cm2

Total Length:
69.6”
176.7 cm

Min.
61.8”
45 cm

Max.
81.4”
83 cm

ENDURO TUFSKIN KIDS
Blade Length:
14.6”
45.5 cm

ADJUSTABLE

KIDS
ADJUSTABLE

Blade Width:
7.2”
17.9 cm

• All paddles available in fixed round or oval.
• Adjustable shafts and adjustable 3 pieces for adults and kids are available in round
shafts only.

CREATE YOUR custom PADDLE

HOT GLUE GUN TECHNOLOGY

All components for Starboard one piece paddles can be purchased
separately and assembled using the hot glue system.

Interchangeable blades and shafts make any Starboard carbon or glass shaft and blade combination possible.
Paddles can be purchased as assembled sets or as separate blades and shafts, allowing custom blade and shaft combinations.

Choose :

Choose :

Choose :
SHaft

ENDURO
adults

ADJUSTABLE PREMIUM CARBON OR POLYMER

PREMIUM POLYMER

PREMIUM CARBON

PREMIUM POLYMER

PREMIUM POLYMER

PREMIUM CARBON

ENDURO TUFSKIN

PREMIUM CARBON

TIKI TECH

3 pieces PREMIUM CARBON OR POLYMER

TIKI TECH

HIGH ASPECT

CARBON BX

KIDS

ADJUSTABLE PREMIUM CARBON OR POLYMER

CARBON BX

HANDLE

1. Heat the handle:
Using a standard hair dryer,
heat gun on LOW setting or
steam from a tea kettle, heat
all sides of the handle until
the glue becomes soft and
pliable. Heating the glue takes
several minutes.

2. Insert the handle:
Once the glue is warm, insert
the handle in the shaft. A
small bead of glue will build
up between the shaft and the
handle. Leave this bead of
glue until the handle cools for
a few minutes, and then wipe
off (seestep4).

CUTTING THE SHAFT

3. Align the handle:
Immediately after inserting
the handle, align it properly.
Be sure the handle and blade
are in a straight line. If the
glue cools before the handle
and blade are aligned, simply
apply heat to the shaft near
the handle for a few moments
to loosen the glue and then
re-align the handle.

4. Remove the excess glue:
After 1-2 minutes, the excess glue
should be cool enough to be removed.
Using your thumb, simply push
the bead of glue off with finger
pressure. The glue will remain easy
to remove for several minutes. If
the glue becomes too difficult to
remove with finger pressure,
apply heat until it becomes soft
and easy to remove.

5. Ready to use:
Allow the glue to cool to room
temperature prior to use. The
handle can be removed at
anytime by simply re-applying
heat.

Paddle length is a personal preference and varies based on your height, experience, and riding style. If in doubt of
the length, start with it longer and cut it shorter if necessary also consult your local Starboard shop with assistance
in sizing your paddle.
Select Paddle Length: Select a paddle length based on your height and paddling style. A shorter paddle is best for racing & waves,
a longer paddle is best for all round use and touring.

Use the following guidelines below:

Wave riding: -5cm/2" to +5cm/2" Racing: 0cm/0" to +10cm/4"
The handle will add 8cm/3.2" to the final length of the paddle.

Mark the Shaft:

Place tape around
the shaft where you
plan to cut. Mark
the cutting location
on the tape.

All Round/Touring: +5cm/2" to +10cm/4"

Cut the Shaft:

Cut the shaft using a
hacksaw.Be sure to
wear eye protection
and a dust mask.

Finishing:

Smooth any rough edges
using sandpaper or a file.
Then remove the tape and
prepare to install the
handle.

+10 cm- race/touring

ACCESSORIES
IMPACT VEST

• CE approved
• Includes key pocket
in the front and storage
pocket in the back.

BLADE COVER

Padded blade protection
fitting all blade sizes.

DOUBLE PADDLE BAG
SUPER LEASH

• Available in 2 Fittings (calf and ankle)
• Two styles - Allround / Surfing and Racing
• 9mm strong cord for surfing or 7mm for racing
• Double stainless steel swivels
• Key pocket 8’, 10’ and 12’ lengths or 8’ coil race.

Holds up to 2 paddles, features
padded paddle protection and has
the ability to fit all blade and
shaft combinations.

DRY BAG

72.5 cm x 32 cm x 46 cm
Heavy Duty backpack style
dry bag to keep belongings
safe and dry with front mesh
storage compartment with
40L of Volume.

travel paddle BAG

Roller wheels and two large separate compartments for your clothing. Plenty of room
for 15 paddles or use the extra room for
more clothing when you travel the world.

